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BACK About this template How to edit Custom Design Services Sum up your company strategy in the circular puzzle diagram. A solid business strategy should have all its actions aligned with the main goal and that’s exactly what you can visually communicate using each puzzle piece from this slide. You
will find four text sections to explain how to implement the actions of your strategy.  Five staged Puzzle Timeline Do you need to showcase a process? The puzzle timeline is composed of five puzzle pieces assembled together so you can easily present one step after the other in a nicely and ordered way.
This zigzag timeline can also work if you need to present ideas or concepts linked together. Puzzle Pie Chart  Believe it or not, puzzles are very similar to pie charts. These statistical graphics also known as circle charts show sections that make a whole, just like a puzzle. If you need to show numerical
proportions, the puzzle pie chart is the data visualization tool you’re looking for! List of contents There is a special slide with numbered puzzle pieces you can use at the beginning of your creative presentation as an agenda or list of contents. Puzzle pieces work perfectly in creative presentations Good
speakers know how to get the attention of their audience thinking outside the box. The Puzzle Presentation Template comes with a great variety of slides that use puzzle pieces in creative ways. Puzzle Divider Slide See each section of your presentation as a piece that completes a puzzle: your slide deck!
The Puzzle Divider Slide will help you introduce each topic of your presentation. Get your presentation custom designed by us, starting at just $10 per slide. Share your presentation and design preferences via our easy-to-use order form View and give feedback on your slides directly on our purpose-built
platform Your slides will be fully editable and you only pay once you're happy with the designs. Share your presentation and design preferences via our easy-to-use order form View and give feedback on your slides directly on our purpose-built platform Your slides will be fully editable and you only pay
once you're happy with the designs. 24Slides is trusted by thousands of individuals and companies worldwide. Our corporate solutions are designed for teams producing more than 100 slides per month. To find out more we could set up presentation support for your team or company. Click here. FIND
OUT MORE ABOUT OUR CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES What's included in Keynote Template? 69 fully editable slides 67 icons available Full HD Resoultion (16:9) Available instantly after purchase Available for Keynote and PowerPoint Easy to change colors Easy to edit the content Easy to change
colors Easy to edit the content I want this template customized class="mobile-none"for my needs! 69 beautifully designed slides 67 icons included PowerPoint and Keynote ready 16:9 full HD class="mobile-none"resolution Check out other similar templates Business visualization is a system for working
with information using visual images to solve certain business objectives. The main goal of business visualization is to train people to transform information into visual images. In this case, we are talking about both the information already available, the one that should be transformed, and the one that is
just being created. The elements of business visualization are successfully used in brainstorming, training, strategic sessions, negotiations, meetings, and other events. An increasing number of executives are resorting to business visualization techniques, realizing the effectiveness of this method. The
essence of business visualization is not “art” but quick work with information.Diagrams, graphs, maps, models are the most effective formats for business visualization. They allow displaying any information concisely and clearly. To learn more about visualization, read the article. Below, you’ll find
templates with PowerPoint puzzle pieces. Slides do not have defects. All the products are tested and high-quality. Vivid and attractive slides will draw attention and help make complicated topics clear. Sort: Best Template New Template Relevance Popular Newest Undiscovered
SaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSaveSave Free Flat Puzzle Jigsaw PowerPoint Diagram – Create
professional presentations including jigsaw pieces of puzzles with this Free PowerPoint Template. Each of the jigsaw pieces are individual PowerPoint Shapes. The user can edit their appearance and properties as color, size, shadow and 3D effects. The PowerPoint diagram includes four icons in order to
map the puzzle with a metaphor. The user can replace the icons with any of shape more representative of the concept being discussed.The Flat diagram is elaborated with five pieces combined as a cross. Ideal for Five Steps processes or to define an agenda content. The shapes are colored with the
theme palette. Changing the theme will automatically update the shapes. Item #FF0056-01100% Editable PowerPoint Templates.Compatible with all major Microsoft PowerPoint versions, Keynote and Google Slides.Modern 16:9 Aspect Ratio.Scalable Vectorial PowerPoint Shapes and PowerPoint
Icons.Instant Access and Download.New Templates every week.Google Slides PreviewOur PowerPoint Templates are compatible with Google Slides. Take the most of every platform using the tool you like. 6.5M+ PowerPoint Templates Downloaded to Date Instantly download 700 ready to use and fully
editable diagrams & charts for PowerPoint. Includes Agenda, Bullet Points, Callouts .....to....Roadmap, Timeline & Thank you Slides. Make your presentations professional in minutes. Find a range of fully editable puzzle templates in different shapes like square, kite, hexagon, circle, pentagon, 3d Cube,
pyramid, triangle, etc. This section also includes jigsaw and maze templates to show business ideas like comprehensiveness, factors that work together etc. in your business presentations. Related Pages 1. Cubes & Circle Puzzles 2. Other Shape Puzzles Click on images below for larger view 3D Cube
Puzzle 9 Piece beveled jigsaw 4 sided puzzle Simple square arrow Style Puzzle 4 Factors with common element 3D puzzle with editable text 3D Jigsaw with 4 parts Jigsaw with 4 parts PowerPoint Puzzle 4 Pieces of puzzle Kite shaped pieces 4 parts around a center Jigsaw with a central piece 4 parts of
a jigsaw 4 Parts around a core 5 Piece jigsaw Bridging 2 groups Core idea and outcomes Square picture puzzle Kite-shaped picture puzzle Circular picture puzzle Circular puzzle piece 3 parts around a core 3D circular arrows connected 7 part circular puzzle 8 part connected circle 6 sided puzzle cube
Related Pages 1. Cubes & Circle Puzzles 2. Other Shape Puzzles Return to Top of PowerPoint Puzzle Page 700 creative charts and diagrams. Ready to use & fully editable diagrams Professional look and feel Secure Payment options Instant Download of pptx files Editable graphical elements for
PowerPoint - Jigsaw Puzzle for integrity diagrams 27 puzzle diagram setups SWOT, Timeline and Integrity diagrams 2 graphical styles: modern flat and freehand drawn style format: fully adaptable vector shapes in PowerPoint (color, filling, size - no quality loss when zoomed) Editable Jigsaw Puzzle
shapes for enhancing PowerPoint presentations to visualize integrity to illustrate segments to illustrate timeline, SWOT diagram, quadrants Content: 26 puzzle diagram layouts including: 3, 4 and more jigsaw puzzle sets of rectangle, square, diamond and circle puzzle diagram shapes puzzle diagrams
with puzzle titles and text field open and closed rectangle diagrams two graphic styles of puzzle elements: modern flat and hand drawn scribble style SWOT diagram as 4-puzzle circle diagram (flat and scribble with text field) Timeline puzzle diagram, vertical and horizontal Separate puzzle pieces Various
color combinations (dark blue, light blue puzzle, dark red puzzle, orange scribble puzzle filling, grey contour puzzles of hand drawn elements. Fully editable in PowerPoint set of vector shapes fully editable by using built-in PowerPoint tools, including changing contour color of the puzzle elements changing
color of gradient or scribble filling adding shadows changing shape and size, rotating, flipping the object putting shapes behind or on top of text See editing demonstration in our HowTo Videos. Authors Prezentio.com designers Contact: here         To make the Jigsaw puzzle piece, do the following:     1.   
On the Insert tab, in the Illustrations group, select Shapes:     2.    In the Shapes list, from the Rectangles group, select the Rectangle shape: Add the rectangle shape to the slide:     3.    To add different forms of holes and heads, do one of the following:     A. The very simple form of circle holes and heads:
    A.1.    On the Insert tab, in the Illustrations group, click the Shapes dropdown list and then choose the oval shape from the Basic Shapes group: Add the oval shape to the slide and positioning them like you prefer: Note: Here and below had been used shapes from the Basic Shapes group of the Shapes
list:     A.2.    To create heads on the puzzle figure, just union these two shapes. To union shapes, do the following:     1.    Select both shapes.     2.    Under Drawing Tools, on the Format tab, in the Insert Shapes group, click on the Merge Shapes dropdown list, and choose Union: You will see a new head
on the shape:     A.3.    To create holes on the puzzle piece, just subtract the second shape from the first one. To subtract shapes, do the following:     1.    Select the first shape that should be subtracted and then holding Ctrl, select the second shape.     2.    Under Drawing Tools, on the Format tab, in the
Insert Shapes group, click on the Merge Shapes dropdown list, and choose Subtract: You will see the new hole on the shape:     B. The more realistic form of circle or teardrop holes and heads: If you want to create more realistic heads and holes, you need to re-positioning them for making holes: For
heads For holes The positioning of the oval shape After union or subtract You can also try, for example, the teardrop shape: For heads For holes The positioning of the teardrop shape After union or subtract See also this tip in French: Comment créer des pièces de puzzle simples à l'aide de formes
PowerPoint. Instantly download 750+ easily editable PowerPoint Diagrams for CEOs. Represent ANY business idea quickly & visually.PowerPoint puzzle diagram template is used to show interrelated ideas or concepts. The diagram is useful in just about any type of presentation. The concepts you can
convey using the diagram template are: parts of a puzzle, support structure, fitting the missing piece, collective contribution etc. The other keywords that point to the diagrams in this set are: PowerPoint puzzle pieces, PowerPoint puzzle template, PowerPoint jigsaw puzzle and PowerPoint puzzle chart.3D
PowerPoint Pyramid Puzzle | Puzzle TemplateParts of a Puzzle DiagramPuzzle Diagram | Missing Puzzle PieceTeam Contribution Puzzle | Parts of a PuzzleMissing Piece Jigsaw PuzzlesRELATED DIAGRAMS IN THIS PACK Free PowerPoint Infographics & Google slides Free PowerPoint Templates
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